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About the Author
Born in Copenhagen, Denmark of expatriate Swedish

parents, Esther Gress has virtually been an one-woman,
comprehensive, cultural ambassador for her country.
Through her writings, - and seemingly tireless effort as
an editor, columnist, poet and a lecturer - she has made
her Denmark fairly known to the outside world. What
was once the land of Hans Christian Anderson comes
now as the colourful, cogitative and multi-dimentionat
Denmark of Esther Gress.

Esther's poetic -out put is prolific and impressive.
She has been published in climes as far apart as U, K.,

U. S. A., Italy. India, Switzerland, Austria and Korea,
Her poems have appeared in atleast 17 languages across
seas and over continents, She is widely admired and has
been the deserving recipient ef numerous prizes, honours
and awards In the World Congress of Poets at New
York, she was proclaimed Poet Laureate Journalist and
was also conferred the Laureate Wreath. The Academia
d'Europa of Naples bestowed on her the coveted Malta

Trophy and she was knighted The Grand Dame among the

Knights of Malta and awarded the degree of Doctor of
Literature in 1984.

Esther Gress believes that 'we ought to learn t* >

respect and worship the dignity of every little "<6< \
She is equally convinced that 'every little man ough .o

know the importance of his choice between good and
evil'. The present translation.-her own - of her eminently
readable Danish poems brings to the fore the quint-
essential humanist endowed with a delicate and sensitive

soul of a remarkable writer,

H. RAJENDRA PRASAD
Post-Master General,

A. P. Hyderabad-India.
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Foreword
Esther Gress belongs to a generation of creative

writers who found themselves confronted by, and

eventually came to grips with, a rapidly-altering post-War
milieu. The perceptions and attitudes of this generation

were at considerable variance with values or responses

held sacrosanct barely a generation earlier. When Esther

started writing poetry, the world had indeed moved

safely far from the immediate horrors of a murderous

World War and its equally agonising aftermath - a

second time in twentyfive years. Things had by then

settled to a phase of relative tranquility and of recons-

truction, And yet, nothing had really remained the same
/

no matter how tranquil things looked outwardly. The

patterns of living, the growing stresses of an onrushing

material progress, had trendered life increasingly different

from the predecessor times

And therein lay the dilemma, the unending quest of

sensitive minds. In the poetic outcrop of Esther exists

the agony, uncertainity, the unending questioning and

doubting which have marked the wounded collective -

psyche and moulded our contemporary posture. But

beneath all the questing and endless questioning one

glimpses in these poems a decidedly well-ordered

mind an awareness too, of higher, unknowable realms



of feeling and experience And through it all shine

forth a sense of utter uprightness and fierce integrity

Nothing vicious or wicked endures - it losses itsel

in the stream of life's eternal varieties, like, fo

instance, love and togetherness, Growth is inevitable

and, compassion all-encompassing. All ugliness of lit

is submerged underneath Love. The lines in most o

Esther's forthright poems are short and the words starkl

simple. These are in truth statements, direct an<

uncomplex - but of considerable impaction for that ver

reason. She is aware of 'the great play' that is our life

participates init freely, 'each hour of the day'. She i

capable of responding with an artless candour to i

mere butterfly flapping its ineffectual wings against th<

window-pane, missing. the door for glass. She can watch

charmed, a tree grow larger and higher despite decapita
tion and deliberate hurt. Yet, she is conscious too o

the evi! that exists, in all of us. 'The evil', quite simply

'is there'. Nevertheless, "It is not/the evil
/ you do

/
tha

. hurts /
it is just /

that it is. there'. There is more sorrow

here than anger or despair.

Of such stuff and sensitivity is the poetry of Esthei

Gress. Rarely were delicate thoughts as these projectec

so gently, as simply, That is the charm and the strengh

f her poetic output- pensive and playful with c

disarming candour and a delicate, almost filigreec

emotiveness The World of Esther Gress is a worlc

of elementary pleasures, uncomplicated attachments and

finely-wrought sensibilities. Overlaying these strands

is a touch of fine poetic idiom, a felicitous turn ol

speech, a recurrently unadorned imagery. The end-

product is at once ennobling-and enjoyable.

H. RAJENDRA PRASAD



About the Translation

Translation is at best a tricky undertaking at all

times It is even more difficult to translate poetry
from one language into another, for many of the subtler

nuances of thought get diluted, or worse, distorted

inadvertently, in the process of translation. What

emerges as the end-product of a well- meaning trans-

lator's labours looks often, for that very reason,

inadequate and unsatisfying.

Esther Gress is fortunate in her letest translator.

Or Bapu Reddy, himself a prolific, much-published and

popular Telugu poet of considerable merit, brings to his

self-imposed task a great deal of poetic comprehension

and sensitive insights, besides a decidediy brilliant verbal

felicity and an instinctive feel for the medium. Indeed,

it needs to be mentioned here, he has translated, - with

great efficiency, it needs scarcely to be added, - some

of his own Telugu poems into English. Thus, few could

have brought more impeccable credentials or greate

competence than Dr. Reddy to the job which he took

upon himself

The consequence is altogether satisfying. The

charming short poems of Esther Gress do not merely

retain their original flavour but actually come alive in the

able hands of the present translator. He has captured the

peculiarly native nuances of Esther's thought-processes

and succeeds also in encapsuling in strikingly simple

phrases the universality of her tender concerns andco

mpassion. Take, for example, the following verse ;



What are you ?

a human created

by God
- a master-piece

like the others

This is rendered by the translator thus

Not single difficult and abscure word or expre-
ssion and yet remarkably impressive and appropriate in

every sense. Or, the following ~

The hand lifted

for the savage blow
truth shall be cut

in flesh and blood

which comes out as



and

The blood pulsing

in the haavy flesh

truth shall flow

into dirty sand
as

Examples of such splendid transcreation can be multiplied.

Each line and every translated verse acquires a glitter

and import as encompassing as the original. It can be

safely said that these translations would be perfectly

enjoyable in themselves even if one lacked the capacity
to follow the poet's thoughts and her poetie diction in

the original English. Contrarywise, the enjoyment
becomes heightened and doubly-blessed if one is

conversant with both English and Telugu languages,
The originals and their translations are perfectly matched,
word to word and sentiment to sentiment.

This volume indeed represents a felicitous blending
of two sensitive minds. Each is endowed with a rare

and happy creativiiy. In tandem, they reflect a delicious

combination of poetic perfection, refinement of though t

and emotive excellence.

H. RAJENDRA PRASAD
Post-Master General, A, P.

Hyderabad, India.
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SO HELP

You are close to me

and your words

reach out towards me

like arms

for help

I want to grasp you

but my arms

are only words

which need

your help





MASTERPIECE

What are you

why don't you feel

your wonh

-a human being

like the others.

What are you

a human created

by God

-a masterpiece

like the others.

What are you

why don't you guard

your worth

-and love yourself

and the others





LOVE

To love

is to give

oneself to another

To love

is growing

to become another

To love

is to give

life to each other.

.6





MOST DIFFICULT

It might be easy

to crucify

the man

you do not love.

In might be mote

difficult to love

the man

you do not crucify.

It must be most

difficult to love

the man

you do crucify-
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HOUR OF TRUTH

The hand lifted

for the savage how

truth shall be cut

in flesh and blood.

The blood pulsing

in the heavy flesh

truth shall flow

into dirty sand.

The hand lifted

at the dirty deed

hours of truth

shall flow to blood.

10
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CRIES

Oh brother in darkness

with blood in your mouth

we hear how you cry

in mud

Oh help his coming

with flaming swords

we hear how they hit

the blood

Oh brother in darkness

we burn for you

who will hear our cries

in mud

12
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STOP IT

Gird yourself

to protect purity

and answer

evil with goodness

Gird yourself

to defend purity

and fight when

evil gets power

Gird yourself

to protect purity

and stop in

you all evil.

14
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IF YOU CUT

Sweet revenge

turns its sword

with its edge sharply

upon yourself

And if you cut

with ths sword of revenge

you cut yourself

ONE

All

are one

in God

God

is one

in all

All

are one

in all

16





BURN

Let flames

blow life

in your opinion

and cleanse

your thought in fire-

Let thought

give life

to your action

and blaze

like flaming light.

Let flames

put life

in your opinion

and burn

for life itself.

18
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GROW

Give your hand

to your foe

and grow high.

Go beyond

your own worth

and grow higher.

Give your hand

throughout the world

and do grow.
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A LITTLE

If you

bend

you will die

a little.

If you

don't

you might die

forever.

To live

you'll

have to die

a little.





THE TREE

Can a tree

be in pain

Can a tree

be laughing
I think so

for you ean't see

'm laughing.

I must laugh

When I stand

like the tree

and can see

the evil

you did not know
you would do.

Can a tree

have a soul

Can a tree

be trembling
I think so

for we come from
the same soil.

Does the tree

stand singing

and laugh in

its pith at

the evil

you cannot see

around you.
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SAY WHERE

Where will

the evil end

when all

will make revenge.

When revenge

will follow

revenge

and make all

Where will

we all end

when revenge

will make revenge.

28





EITHER

If you follow

the words of the prophei

you might be hanged

on the cross.

If you deny

the laws of the prophets

we might all die

forever-

Do you want to live

hanged

or do you want to die

forever.
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THE WORD

They can

suppress

the living word.

They can

destroy

a living life.

They can't

take life

from the word.

LET US

One little word

can change

a world

for good.

One little word

can change

a man

for good.

Let's make the world

change us

all for

the good.

80
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IT IS THESE

It is not

the evil

you do

that hurts

it is just

that you will it.

It is not

the evil

you do

that is evil

it is just

that you do it.

It is not

the evil

you do

that hurts

it is just

that It is tktre.





DIFFERENCE

An animal

leaves the wounded

on the road

and walks on

The animal

does not know

what he is doing

he is just

following his nature.

A man

leaves the wounded

on the road , .

and walks on

The man

does know

what he is doing

He is just

following the nature

of the animal.

There is a difference

between men

and animals.
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SAY HOW

The evil is there

That is
f

why

I might do evil

The evil" I want

that I can defeat

The evil I do not want

that is what hurts me

How do I defeat that.

36
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IN TWO

The world

has parted

in you and me

The world

is going each its way,

The life

is not just

you or me

The life

is us on the way.

The world

and the life

go the same way

The world

with you and me.

38.
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BONDS

Hand in hand

we walked on earth

Hand in hand

like in a dream.

Heavy bands

we shun in dreams

Heavy bands

of dreaming bonds.

Dreaming bonds

can never burst

Dreaming bonds

do not exist.

Hand in hand

we walk on earth

Hand i n hand

with each our dream.

40
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EXCEPT THIS

I have no more

tears th cry

and I cannot

tell you why why

on earth

we are not

you and I.

And so turning

into stone

I can tell you

that deep inside me

You will

find a tear

alive.

I have no more

tears to cry

except this.





CALL

Poems

are calling me

all through the air

No one

was calling through

years of despair.

if I only knew the number

I would call myself.

THROUGH AIR

Are you aware

that through the air

I feel you're there.

Are you aware

all through the air

hew much I care.

Are you aware

of me through air

and do you care.

44
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BEHIND FENCE

Life's playground

is hidden

behind a wooden fence

Man stands

behind

and sees nothing

but the fence.

BEHIND SHELL

Dancing snail

hiding soft

in spiral shell.

Hiding snail

finding away

in what you feel.

Dancing snail

longing for

Eternity.

46
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AND BEHOLD

They out

the crown of a tree

and said

grow.

They cut
fc

the roots of a tree

and said

grow.

They took

all food from a tree

and said

grow.

and Behold-

it grew.

48
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RAISE

He would raise

The man

From a lower level.

He would raise

The life

To a Higher level.

He would raise

The world

And he lost himself.

Now the world

Must raise

Him to higher level.
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ALIVE

I take part

in the great play

-each hour of the day

I love and suffer

I yearn and die

each hour of the day

And whenever I die

in the great play

the only thing sure is

*m alive.
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us

We are planets

in space

with arms

reaching towards heaven

We are chirled

and carried

by nature's laws

and I can pick

the stars

for my dreaming bed.
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FLY

Like a butterfly

We often fly in vain

against the window pane

and see not ,

like the butterfly

the open door

to the sky.
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ABOUT THE TRANSLATOR

Dr. J- Bapu Reddy is an eminent poet of India writing

mostly in Telugu, a language spoken by 60 million people of

South India. He published 14 books of original poems inclu-
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